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WoodVANs Freedom



Just Live
&Anywhere

WoodVANs Freedom

A bathroom like no other? Yes, because it's by WoodVANs. Our van
shower kit containing both toilet and shower guarantees excellent
ergonomics and spaciousness for comfortable everyday use.

Spacious heated garage with a sliding bottom for convenient
manipulation and plenty of space for your cycling toys and
other bulky items. We know from experience that putting the
bike straight into storage after a trip is not always convenient,
so we have a direct outlet connected to a 100 l water tank
in the garage. And don't worry about getting the garage dirty.
It's all covered with special waterproof material for this purpose.
No more cramped spaces! Thanks to the positioning of the
bed on the electric sliding system, our van conversion gives
you plenty of room for living and sleeping.
We enjoy innovations! Need to charge your tablet, mobile phone,
or anything else from USB? No problem! There are USB sockets
in the living space for direct connection of devices for exactly
this purpose. The energy-saving but powerful RGBW LED lighting
guarantees plenty of light in all conditions, and the handmade
furniture touches give the interior a unique look.

Quality in every detail - from materials to the
design. Want an example? Let's do it:
The hinges on all doors are not regular hinges.
We use top quality for long-term durability from
BLUM.Don't lookforanycabinethandles.Everything
is designed for convenient use with push-to-open
mechanism. That way, nothing gets in the way
of your living space, but you can open everything
conveniently even when your hands are full.
(A self-closing system is a matter of course).



Closet Refrigerator Garage

Design of Freedom

www.woodvans.cz

The photos are for illustrative purposes only.

Day layout

Night layout

The Largest Storage
and Living Space

Premium and
Quality Materials

Storage
Space

For
4 People

The Freedom provides the
perfect balance of storage and
living space for a comfortable
life, even when living on the
road for a long period of time.

It o�ers sleeping for
4 people without any

storage space limitations
thanks to a sliding ceiling

bed for 2 people.

Freedom is designed to
make you feel at home.
That's why it o�ers an
interior made of quality
and premiummaterials.

Would you like 4x4 drive, a
solar systemormaybe add
USB slots? Noproblem.

We cando almost anything
as an additional extension.
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